TULIP LOVE ~ Book Talk & Guided Meditation:
15 September, 7.30 pm to 9.00 pm
Netherland’s beloved Nation is notoriously known for it’s amazing variety of Tulips, yet this
event will bring a whole new look at this in fameous flower. Tulip Love book talk will
present the Dutch National Flower in a different way. It has more magic then meets the
eye!
The Tulip Love idea caters to our modern societal needs, encompassing all walks of life,
ages and faiths, through the metaphor of the blooming process in us humans. Similar to a
‘Tulip Dictionary' this book elaborates on the deeper meaning of the Tulip;
It describes the flower’s language;
Botany; Interesting planting tips;
The healing properties of Tulips & Archetypal meaning;
The Flower’s History, “Tulipomania” period & why such an economical success;
Mythology; Kabbalah; “Tulip beings” from ancient rock art and more…
The idea of the Tulip Healing System will be explained and how this particular majestic
flower holds an interesting parallel to us human beings. We can learn from this blossom’s
language, for our own well-being, aesthetics and beauty. It describes how the symbol of
the Majestic Tulip ~ which holds a promising allure ~ enhances our Inner Beauty and
encourages Regal Power, as we connect to our selves and others in community. That we
are as beautiful and delicate as flowers, and need tender care in life as well, from our
families and loved ones and in life.
Meditation and Guided Imagery; How to become the blossom itself. Sitting meditation,
connecting to one’s Higher knowing, to our “I am” consciousness, our Highest good and
imagining we have an “Inner Flower” that can bloom to new heights. We will also
envisioning how to feel more love for our self and feel regal qualities, as the Tulip is a
majestic blossom and we can learn from its symbolism. Parallels to the Tree of Life, the
spheres, clearing and cleaning our mind, soul and body with guided visual tools can also
be added.
Eva Ariela Lindberg is the author of TULIP LOVE; a book about a Spiritual healing method
involving Tulips and their symbolism. Eva will share this new way of perceiving the unique
flower Tulip with the Dutch audience. Since 2007 Eva has given talks about this alternative
healing method, in USA & Europe, and hosts 'Tulip Love' healing workshops, since 1999.
This perspective brings a renewed spark of interest to people, as they begin to view this
adored flower with a deepening awareness of it's magic power. Info: www.tuliplove.com

